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Infinitely
UNEXPECTED SITUATION, NO. 1 IN TIANJIAO
LIST
On the ring, the fierce battle continued for a while, and Emmen's huge body emerged.

He opened his left hand to a seemingly empty space, and the next moment, Lu Yuan's
body also appeared.

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows slightly as he felt the surrounding space solidify.

This is Aimen's space confinement type combat technique.

After solidifying Lu Yuan, Aimen turned into an afterimage and rushed towards Lu
Yuan.

However, when approaching the edge of the land, the edge of the land has shaken the
space and gained freedom.

His whole body muscle power group vibrated at the same time, and his strength
increased greatly.

The next moment, he clenched the epee tightly and slashed towards Aimen.

The power of horror was stronger than before, Emmen's pupils shrank, and a flash of
surprise flashed in his eyes.

He roared, the epee in his hand flashed a golden arc, and his strength skyrocketed.

The heavy sword collided, and the gold and the iron cried.

Aimen's body flew upside down, spouting a mouthful of blood.

Lu Yuan stepped on the ground, the ground cracked and sunken, his body disappeared
in place, appeared behind Aimen who flew out, and the heavy sword slashed towards
Aimen.
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Aimen roared, and her body suddenly swelled, doubling from a five-meter-high body,
and her breath also soared.

Even in the flying air, Aimen reluctantly turned around, intertwined with pale light and
golden arcs of light on the epee, and slashed towards Lu Yuan.

The heavy sword collided again, Lu Yuan stepped back under the terrifying aftermath,
and Aimen landed with the force of the counter shock.

After landing, Aimen turned into an afterimage, roaring towards Lu Yuan, with a
strong and tragic breath.

Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes slightly. Is this full force?

The white armor on his body flashed with strange blood lines, and the next moment, Lu
Yuan's body suddenly disappeared in place.

This battle armor was the Tier 4 imperial gene weapon reward that Lu Yuan had

previously obtained by hitting the Tianjiao list.

Of course, Lu Yuan has evolved to an emperor level.

Cangxue Battle Armor (100%): Tier 4 imperial genetic weapon.

In addition to the powerful increase brought by the imperial battle armor, the blue blood
battle armor also comes with a combat technique called Cangxue, which can greatly
increase the speed and strength after using it.

Originally, as a natural king who burned the royal gene, Aimen's speed was not slow,
but compared to the Tianjiao of his same level, speed was not his strong point.

From the battle between Lu Yuan and him, one could feel that Aimen himself should be
biased towards strength and physique.

As for the lack of speed, he cleverly used space confinement type combat skills to make
up for it.

As long as you are imprisoned, how can you run?

Because of this, Emmen is actually quite a comprehensive fighter.



However, when encountering Lu Yuan who possesses space combat skills, spatial
confinement is obviously useless. In other respects, he cannot be compared with Lu
Yuan.

At this moment, the powerful force brought by the full burst of Aimen's power was
only good in Lu Yuan's view, and he could not even let Lu Yuan use all his hole cards.

Under the blue blood, Lu Yuan's speed increased to a terrifying level.

In a blink of an eye, Lu Yuan escaped Aimen's frontal charge and appeared beside
Aimen. The heavy sword slashed towards Aimen with intertwined blood.

Aimen's pupils contracted. Although he sensed Lu Yuan's attack, he wanted to resist
but found that his movements could not keep up.

boom! !

Lu Yuan's heavy sword slashed towards Aimen's huge neck.

However, when the heavy sword approached Aimen's body, the battle armor on his
body glowed with a thick black light.

A light curtain blocked Aimen and blocked the heavy sword.

The heavy sword fell on the light curtain, the light curtain vibrated and flickered, and
cracks appeared.

Aimen roared and brandished his epee, slashing towards Lu Yuan.

However, he hadn't touched Lu Yuan yet, and Lu Yuan's body had disappeared again,
appearing on the other side of Aimen.

With terrifying power surging, Lu Yuan once again slashed on the light curtain around
Aimen.

boom! !

The roar sounded, the light curtain turned into a little black light and dissipated. The
next moment, the heavy sword struck Aimen's neck.



laugh!

With blood gushing, Ai Men covered his neck with a trace of astonishment in his eyes.

He looked at Lu Yuan who did not continue to attack, and the corners of his mouth
twitched, with a touch of complexity in his eyes, and said with some difficulty: "...You
are right, I am indeed not your opponent."

His body, which had swelled to ten meters, shrank quickly, returned to a height of five
meters, and then slowly fell to the ground.

The corpse gradually turned into white light and disappeared on the ring.

In the square, most of the genetic warriors who originally supported Aimen were a little
silent. They couldn't believe that Aimen turned into white light, and their eyes were full
of shock.

And the genetic warrior who supported Lu Yuan was cheering Lu Yuan's name
continuously at this moment.

The crowd of arrogances watched Aimen disappear, a little shocked, and some sighed.

They also understood that since Lu Yuan had defeated Aimen, he was much better than
them.

In the night charm, Anastasia squinted her eyes, with a dignified color in her eyes, and
looked deeply at Lu Yuan on the ring.

Other Ye Mei was a little silent, and it seemed that some hadn't recovered.

After a while, a Ye Mei slowly spoke:

"Does it feel like this human being hasn't used his full strength yet? It seems quite

relaxed."

Nina was a little shocked:

"If this is the case... Then, His Royal Highness Anastasia, are you his opponent?"

Anastasia frowned slightly looking at Lu Yuan:



"I'm afraid his opponent is only Yan Liang."

All night charm looked at each other.

They all knew Yan Liang was powerful.

Even the super geniuses like Anastasia and Emmen, who have burned the imperial gene,
are still completely suppressed, and they are powerful men with dominating combat
power.

Unexpectedly, Anastasia would have such a statement.

"Yan Liang is a monster who has burned the Emperor Grade genes since the beginning
of the war master. Can this human being compare with Yan Liang?"

"His Royal Highness, isn't it a bit too exaggerated?"

Anastasia smiled slightly without answering.

On the ring, Lu Yuan sighed slightly, looking at Aimen who was slowly disappearing
from the ring with some surprise.

Aimen's strength is stronger than he thought.

You must know that all his genes are at the Emperor Level, plus there are several Tier
4 Emperor Level genetic weapons on his body. Even so, it took a little effort to kill this
guy.

It is conceivable that as the top three geniuses of the Tianjiao list, Aimen is still very
gold-rich, at least it is the existence of the emperor gene.

When Lu Yuan thought about it, it turned into a white light and returned to its original
position. The ring also disappeared.

Lu Yuan's ranking has risen from the original eighth place to third place.

Just when Lu Yuan was about to see if there were any rewards, Aimen's voice sounded
from above.

"Lu Yuan, after the King of War, we will fight again."



Lu Yuan looked up and found Aimen was looking at him deeply.

Lu Yuan smiled: "No problem."

Afterwards, Aimen stepped on the solidified space and returned to his rock- like fighter
plane.

Lu Yuan received the reward message.

From the eighth to the third, there are two imperial genetic weapons, twenty
fourth-order rough stones, and two hundred purple hearts. In addition, there are ten
moons that enhance spiritual power. Spirit fruit.

Unfortunately, there is no extraordinary gene.

However, even so, just promoted by five, the rewards are already extremely rich.

It has to be said that the promotion of the top ten and the promotion of the following
rankings are completely different concepts.

From the rush to the present, Lu Yuan has harvested as many as 160 Tier 4 rough

stones.

The most frequent rewards, except for Tier 4 rough stones, are Purple Heart Fruits,
which add up to almost 500, which does not include the 170 previously sold to Amy

and the others.

In addition, the imperial genetic weapon, counting the two now, adds up to eight.

In addition, there are also five Tier 5 breakaway crystals that can be used by the King

of War. The supernatural gene of the Emperor, in addition to the previously obtained
Thunder Body, there is also an Frozen Coffin, which is an extraordinary ability to
control and strengthen the attack system. Genes are also relatively rare and precious
types.

In addition, there are three charms that can play the battle emperor's blow, the golden
lightsaber of the power attack type, the power of the dragon of the booster type, and the
hundred-handed cage of the control type.



Adding up all the various things, the total value may reach tens of millions of Tier 6
spirit crystals, even for Lu Yuan, it is not a small number.

Even at the rank of Tianjiao, this is definitely an astronomical figure for the warlord.

It's no wonder that so many warlords would want to hit the ranks of Tianjiao, this
reward is really too rich.

In addition to these, Lu Yuan has been promoted to the top ten, and his welfare has also
changed.

The intermediary fee of the auction house has also been waived.

This was Lu Yuan's original goal of hitting the Tianjiao ranking, and it was considered
completely achieved.

But since they all rushed to third place, it would be better to just rush to the first place.

Lu Yuan intends to continue to challenge.

After Lu Yuan collected the reward floating in the air, he watched Lu Yuan every night
and said:

"continue or not?"

The genetic warriors around are also looking forward to seeing Lu Yuan, looking
forward to Lu Yuan's continued challenge.

"Um!"

Lu Yuan nodded with a smile.

He moved the battle pattern close to the stele, and then skipped the second place
directly, and applied to challenge the Mo Yu Yan Liang who was the first place.

Anastasia, who was on the red giant bird, saw that she had not received the challenge

application, her eyes narrowed slightly, and she gave a cold snort.

A Ye Mei understood something, and said:

"His Royal Highness, didn't Lu Yuan challenge you?"



Anastasia nodded slightly.

Several Ye Mei suddenly filled with righteous indignation.

"Huh! This human being is so arrogant! He didn't even put our Highness in his eyes."

"His Royal Highness, do you want to challenge him like Aimen?"

Nina spoke angrily.

Although she thinks Lu Yuan is a good candidate as a partner, she does not want her
Highness to be despised.

Anastasia glanced at Nina, and after thinking about it, she shook her head lightly:

"Forget it, I may not be Lu Yuan's opponent. Since I am not sure, then wait until I
break through to the King of War and burn a stronger gene before fighting."

Upon hearing this, Xia Zhi's eyes widened:

"His Royal Highness, are you ready to break through?"

"Well, it's almost time. It must be not just me, even Yan Liang and Ai Men, they
should break through."

Compared to Lu Yuan, they stayed longer at the Battle Sovereign level.

The reason why there hasn’t been a breakthrough is that the auction house’s
intermediary fees are free.

This is a very precious benefit for anyone.

As long as you operate well, you can also get a lot of wealth.

For this reason, they don't mind staying here for a while.

But the appearance of Lu Yuan gave Anastasia a sense of urgency.

I believe it's not just her, Aimen must also have it. As for Yan Liang, a battle is about
to come, and then we will know who is stronger.



In front of the stele, after Lu Yuan applied for the challenge, information came back not
long after.

The information that came back made Lu Yuan's eyes widened, a little surprised.

Admit defeat.

Yan Liang, who was the number one on the Tianjiao list, unexpectedly chose to
surrender directly.

This was completely unexpected by Lu Yuan.

"What's wrong? A Yuan."

Seeing Lu Yuan's weird expression, Yeye tilted his head in doubt and asked.

The others were also curious about why Lu Yuan showed such an expression.

However, Lu Yuan hadn't spoken yet, and the stele flashed with dazzling golden light
again.

Subsequently, Lu Yuan's ranking rose, directly rising to the first place.

Yan Liang, who was originally ranked first, slipped to third place at the moment.

Seeing this scene, everyone's eyes widened and they were a little surprised.

"What?! How is it possible?"

"Obviously before the competition, Lu Yuan was ranked first?? Could it be said that

Yan Liang gave up? Why did he give up?"

"Heh... Could it be that Yan Liang knew that he was not Lu Yuan's opponent, so
afraid?"

"If you could grow your mind, you wouldn't say such stupid things."

"What the ** is that?"

Everyone was puzzled.



Even Anastasia's eyes widened slightly, and a look of consternation appeared in her
eyes.

Nina exclaimed: "Yan Liang gave up, why did Lu Yuan get the first place so soon?"

I haven't left yet. I plan to see if Ai Men, who saw Lu Yuan and Yan Liang fight today,
sits in the seat, his face is gloomy, and his brows are furrowed:

"Huh! Yan Liang, what are you doing?! It's a shame to surrender without a fight!"

At this moment, Yan Liang's name suddenly seemed to be
erased~www.mtlnovel.com~ disappeared from the Tianjiao list.

After that, all the previous rankings moved forward by one place. At the same time, the
original position of the 100th in the Tianjiao list, the last one, became a blank, waiting
for the destined to occupy it.

Seeing this scene, the originally noisy voices were silent.

Then someone understood something.

"Yan Liang's ranking has disappeared. It seems that he was breaking through before?"

"It's no wonder that he has to admit defeat and the breakthrough cannot be stopped.
After the breakthrough, he will be the king of the battle, and he will not meet the
requirements of the Tianjiao ranking. In this way, it is better to admit defeat and not
waste time."

"I didn't expect Yan Liang to break through to the King of War, so fast!"

"It's Tianjiao, so I'm afraid Anastasia and Emmen are about to break through, right?"

"Just don't know when Lu Yuan can break through?"

Everyone now compares Lu Yuan with the previous top three, and Lu Yuan's strength
is not weaker than them.

When Lu Yuan saw Yan Liang surrender, he also showed a daze.



However, Lu Yuan was still very happy. He could get to the first place without fighting.
Can you be unhappy with such a beautiful thing.

Soon, after Lu Yuan's ranking rose to the first place, Origins will send the reward
information to Lu Yuan's mind.

When Lu Yuan saw the reward, there was a hint of surprise on his face.

This reward is richer than he thought.

A Tier 5 spirit fruit, called the Wild Blood Spirit Fruit, is the same as the Blood
Essence Fruit, which improves its attributes.

A Tier 5 spirit fruit, the essence of the starry sky, is the same as the moon spirit fruit,
which improves mental power.

In addition, there is a fifth-order imperial-level gene weapon, one imperial- level
transcendent gene, and a total of five hundred purple heart fruits, and two fifth-order
detachment crystals.

This time the rewards and all the previous rewards are indispensable.
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